Proposed Campus Garden

Green Campus Project, Environmental Sustainability Committee and the Office of Sustainability would like to develop a campus food garden to begin this summer. The garden will be about 30' x 50 and staffed 20 hours / week by a student over the summer (funded by SUFAC). Sustainability Coordinator, Amy Seeboth will manage the student (and garden). Products from the garden will be given to volunteers who help with the garden, to campus dining services, and possibly to the local food pantry or sold a the Platteville farmers’ market.

1. Location

Location Criteria
1. Central campus / visible,
2. Full sun,
3. Access to water,
4. Avoiding utilities.

The above locations (and a few other’s as well) have been vetted by Facilities Management and others. Feedback from this is that: Locations 1, 3, 6 are the best. Location 2, 4, 5 have too many utilities or other uses.
2. Proposed infrastructure

Garden Shed

- For storing garden equipment & tools.
- 8' x 12'
- Built by construction management/business student with Frank Steck’s (Industrial Studies) oversight and help from volunteers.
- Put on gravel pad / not permanent
- Proposed style (cedar siding & steel roof):
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Fence

- To define space, create frame for garden.
- ~ 30’ x 50’
- Built by Advanced Sculpture students with advisor Peter Flannery with help from volunteers.
- General style ideas:
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